Host Jafo says:
Star Trek: Apache Episode #4
Week # 23
Mission: "Crime and Punishment"

Host Jafo says:
The USS Apache's bout with the USS An Lu-Shan had done significant damages to her. However, repair crews had done their best to fix what had been done. With transporters minimally functional, and a COM system that is shaky at best, the Apache managed to capture several phaser equipped Cyastan freighters, after the destruction of a Miran fighter.

Host Jafo says:
The An Lu-Shan appeared once again, and took possession of the freighters, by force. The An Lu-Shan captain, Captain Je'ral, then announced their surrender to the Apache.

Host Jafo says:
The USS Hood had launched the shuttlecraft Zavarukhin, with two officers to be transferred to teh Apache. The shuttle was eventually diverted to the surface of Cyasta Core, where the two officers met with the Away Team. So far no communications with the Away Team have been successful.

Host Jafo says:
Last sensor readings on the planet indicated heavy phaser fire at the transport site for the Away Team. Nothing more has been reported at this time concerning this.

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 9 >>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_Toros says:
:: stands at the TL door waiting for a TL to arrive and as the doors hiss open he shouts out :: SEC: Abbott, You're with me.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::rises from the command chair:: CSO: Keep trying to raise the AT and see if we can't get those transporters up.

SEC_Abbott says:
::leaves her post at TAC:: CEO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Storal says:
:: At Science one trying to penetrate the moon's shielding, and trying to get a location fix on the away team::

Adm_Poradin says:
@::lays across Commander Valrek’s shoulders unconscious::

XO_Valrek says:
@::pulls the Admiral over his shoulder and runs for cover ... stunning Cyastans as he runs::

CEO_Toros says:
:: walks into the TL waiting for SEC::

SEC_Abbott says:
::follows CEO::

CNS_Naegle says:
@::in shuttle, wounded and semi-conscious::

MO_Powers says:
:: walks up to another patient::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@ALL:  Take Cover! Return fire, phasers set to stun!  ::looks for some type of cover::

CEO_Toros says:
TL: Shuttle Bay.  *Shuttle Bay*: Prepare a shuttle for immediate launch.

TO_Drathlai- says:
::follows XO:; XO:  Sir, should we go to the shuttle, sir?

FCO_Turnbull says:
::taps communicator:: *MO*: Mister Powers to the Bridge for OPS Duty.

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Aye sir

Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: The Phaser fire at the training center is intense as many Cyastans fire on each other marveling at the power of the phaser rifles as ancient Clan Wars reignite around them.  The Away Team, caught in the middle, seeks shelter in a small building.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks over to MO and dismissing him with a nod ::

MO_Powers says:
*FCO*: aye sir

Captain_Je`ral says:
% :: on the An Lu-Shan awaiting further communications for the Apache ::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: better go.

SEC_Abbott says:
::stands next to CEO::

XO_Valrek says:
@TO: Whatever is closest

CEO_Toros says:
SEC: I'm going to need your tactical expertise.  From this point forward, there is no sir, or Mister.  We are at an equal level per my request, Are we clear?

MO_Powers says:
::nods back to CMO::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@::returns fire on Cyastans::

MO_Powers says:
::leaves for turbolift::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::mans TAC himself for the time being::

CNS_Naegle says:
@::in her semiconscious state, hears phaser fire and tries to rise, but can't::

XO_Valrek says:
@::ducks in a small building and puts the Admiral down in a corner::

SEC_Abbott says:
::Nods:: CEO: Yes Sir ... I mean ... acknowledged.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::enters the building turns to fire her phaser at one of the Cyastans::

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO: Open a channel to the An Lu-Shan.

CEO_Toros says:
:: nods :: SEC: I don't want to show any sign of weakness, this can very well be a trap... :: walks off the TL as the doors open down the corridor into the Shuttle Bay ::

MO_Powers says:
TL: bridge

TO_Drathlai- says:
@::enters building and fires phaser again::

XO_Valrek says:
@TO: Keep the Admiral covered. Do not follow his orders if he gives any. Understood?

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Aye Sir:: Opens frequency::

Ens Sevastas says:
::steps onto the Apache's bridge::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@XO:  Yes, sir!

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Channel open sir

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: sees that Sickbay's cleared and looks over at Dr. Karl :: Karl: I'll be on the bridge...

SEC_Abbott says:
::heads for the nearest security locker and heavily arms herself:: CEO: Weak warriors are dead warriors

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: heads towards TL :: TL: Bridge...

MO_Powers says:
::steps onto bridge and looks for his post::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@::holds Admiral to the ground::

CEO_Toros says:
:: enters a shuttle that a crew has just gone through pre-launch and sits at the helm :: *Bridge*: Shuttle Craft Ontario requesting permission to depart.

XO_Valrek says:
@::goes back to the entrance:: CO: Sir, I am setting my phaser on a wide range stun

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::looks out of the doorway at the scene before her, shakes her head::

Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: Intense phaser fire spatters across the building and ricochets inside the room.

CEO_Toros says:
:: reaches for a phaser from the SEC taking a tricorder for himself ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: An Lu-Shan: You are ordered to drop your shields and prepare to be boarded. Captain Je’ral, you will surrender to the Apache security team when they arrive and give Lieutenant Asadourian your full cooperation.

SEC_Abbott says:
:;takes her place in the co-pilot's seat::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: arrives on bridge and sees TAC station unmanned ::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::nods to the XO:: All: Stay Low!

MO_Powers says:
::settles in::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: goes over to it and begins familiarizing herself with the controls ::

CSO_Storal says:
COM: Away Team: Apache to Away Team, acknowledge please

SEC_Abbott says:
::hands the CEO his phaser::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::Locks weapons on the An Lu-Shan, arms Quantum torpedoes and readies Tri-cobalts::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::ducks back from the doorway::

MO_Powers says:
CMO: long time no see

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: Hum.. Hmm....

Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: A phaser shot zings past Max Lu ... singing his hair and smacks into the opposite wall, which appears to contain a com unit of some sort.

CEO_Toros says:
:: nods to the MCPO taking the phaser and placing it on his belt while closing the hatch and firing the engines :: *Bridge*: Bridge, respond.

TO_Drathlai- says:
@CO: If we get someone to the shuttle we may be able to use its phasers to halt aggressions

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
FCO: Sir... reporting for bridge duty ... I thought you might need a hand here?

XO_Valrek says:
@::makes the settings and reaches his arm around the edge of the door......fires his phaser::

Ens Sevastas says:
FCO: Sevastas reporting for bridge duty, sir ... did you need some intelligence?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@TO: Perhaps, how far is it to the shuttle?

FCO_Turnbull says:
*CEO*: go ahead. ENS: Ensign, take over TAC. Do not fire unless I give a direct order.

Captain_Je`ral says:
%COM: Apache: FCO: Sir I would like very much to comply, however we have fighters in our tractor beam, they are armed and we wish to hold them there. Dropping the shields puts this ship and crew at serious risk.

TO_Drathlai- says:
@CO: Only 20 or so meters

Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: The XO's shot impacts a Cyastan who is flung to the ground only to have another take his place ... several are seen rushing towards the shuttle that the CNS is in.  The CTO is hit square in the chest by a phaser on heavy stun and is tossed back ten meters unconscious.

CSO_Storal says:
COM: XO: Sir we have minimal Com and transporter functions. What’s your status?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks over at the ENS that FCO just directed and frowns ::

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Sir I have to Away Team on Com

CEO_Toros says:
%:: lifts the shuttle off of the shuttle bay floors and maneuvers through the shuttle bay doors :: SEC: As soon as we're out, get us shields and arm our phasers.

MO_Powers says:
FCO: What’s the situation sir?

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: An Lu-Shan: Then Release those vessels. CSO: Lock tractor beams on the Cyastan Vessels.

Captain_Je`ral says:
% :: looks at his console continuing to monitor the fighters ::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@TO: See if you can contact the shuttle, have the EO set the shuttle phasers as you suggested.

XO_Valrek says:
@::peeks outside, and fires again::

FCO_Turnbull says:
MO_Powers: I need you at ops, Mister Powers. Please take that station.

Host Jafo says:
<Cyastan Soldier> ::nudges Naegle’s body with his phaser rifle::

SEC_Abbott says:
%::nods:: CEO: I'm already on it......::places system on Standby::

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Acknowledged… ::Locks tractor on Cyastan vessels::

MO_Powers says:
FCO: Yes sir

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO: On speakers!

CEO_Toros says:
%:: nods and takes the shuttle clear of the Apache :: 

CSO_Storal says:
::Puts Away team on speakers::

CNS_Naegle says:
@Cyastan Soldier:  OOOH!

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::stirs slightly::

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Go ahead sir

FCO_Turnbull says:
CMO: Can you fly this ship?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
FCO: I can sure try....

Captain_Je`ral says:
%COM: Apache: Who is to say their active weapons won’t lock on to us just because you are locked on to them?

CNS_Naegle says:
@Cyastan:  What the . . .??

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: AT: What is your status, Captain?

TO_Drathlai- says:
@CO:  Yes, sir.  *EO*:  Launch the shuttle and use the phasers to scatter the soldiers, but try not to hurt anyone!

Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: The Away Team on the planet notes the Com unit in the small building is tuned to listen in on the Apache's frequency and they can hear Com’s between the Apache and An Lu-Shan

SEC_Abbott says:
%::raises shields and readies main phaser banks:: CEO: Shields and phasers online.

CEO_Toros says:
%COM: USS An Lu Shan: This is the shuttlecraft Ontario, lower your shields and prepare to be boarded.

Host Jafo says:
@<Cyastan Soldier> :: grabs Naegle roughly as she comes too::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: nods at the SEC's statement :: SEC: Acknowledged.

CSO_Storal says:
::Continues to scan the Cyastan moon::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: An Lu-Shan: Comply, or we will be forced to take further action.

Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: The EO, while moving from one position to another, is hit by a phaser on heavy stun and is seriously injured.

CNS_Naegle says:
@::in pain:: All: OWWWW!

XO_Valrek says:
@::Gets down on his stomach and fires directly into the thickest of the Cyastans outside::

MO_Powers says:
:: checks power distribution::

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO: Try to get the An Lu-Shan's command codes so we can drop their shields from here.

TO_Drathlai- says:
@CO:  Sir, the EO isn't responding, should I try our injured CNS?

Captain_Je`ral says:
%COM: Shuttle Craft: CEO: Not until the fighter issue is resolved.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: frowns :: FCO: shall I take helm then? :: looks at the ENS still at that station ::

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Aye… ::accesses computer and retrieves the An Lu-Shan’s command codes:: FCO: Sir they may have changed them.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::groans softly ::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::hears the com in the back of the room, goes over to the unit:: COM: Apache:  This is Captain Turnbull, please respond...

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Sir its the Captain

SEC_Abbott says:
%::attempts to break through An Lu Shan's systems and override shield generators::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: closes the Com with An Lu Shan :: SEC: This doesn't look right ... COM: USS Apache: Apache, An Lu Shan refuses to drop shields until the fighter situation is resolved.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Com from the Captain gets through....

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: An Lu-Shan: Then drop aft shields only. The fighters are in front of you, and pose you no threat.

MO_Powers says:
::at OPS:: FCO: Captain, I have Captain Tyler on the Com ......

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@TO:  Assist Commander Valrek at the doorway.

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: Shuttle: Understood. Hold your position.

FCO_Turnbull says:
Powers: On speakers.

XO_Valrek says:
@CO: I am going to try for the shuttle, Sir.

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: I agree ... nevertheless I am attempting to override their shields

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::slowly opens his eyes and looks around groggily;::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@CO: Of course…  ::goes to door way and fires at the Cyastans::

Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: Naegle is dragged out into the fighting about ten feet ... till her Cyastan captor is shot and slumps over her ... dead ... from a phaser shot set to kill.

CEO_Toros says:
%:: looks to Abbott coming to all stop and moving back a few extra feet :: SEC: Stand By, Lt. Turnbull is going about it differently

MO_Powers says:
FCO: Aye sir... COM: Captain: Captain, we are reading you...

Captain_Je`ral says:
%COM: Apache: Agreed ... but protect this ship if anything happens. :: taps OPS console and drops aft shields only ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
Sevastas: Take Tactical, please, Ensign.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::nods:: XO: Be careful.

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Sir I have the codes they are inputted and are standing by.

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: Very well then....

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: relieves the Ens and takes Flight Control seat ::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@COM: Apache:  What is the status of the transporters?

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: An Lu-Shan: Captain, you have my word on it.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::tries to focus on what is going on::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: points to a sensor reading :: COM: Apache: Sensors indicate shield dropping on the An Lu-Shan, shall we proceed with the mission?

CNS_Naegle says:
@All: Umph!! ::pushes the body off of her and tries to feel for a pulse, finds none::  Oh boy this one is dead!

XO_Valrek says:
@TO: Lay cover fire to the right. I'll be firing to the left. ::grabs a second phaser from the CTO::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: CO: They are at minimum...we can take you 2 at a time, Captain!

Captain_Je`ral says:
%COM: Apache: FCO: Your CEO may proceed

XO_Valrek says:
@::sets both for heavy stun on wide dispersal::

Ens Sevastas says:
::acknowledges Toros' signal seeing Lieutenant Turnbull is busy::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@::fires on the right arc::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: CEO: Yes, Lt, Proceed. Use extreme caution.

CNS_Naegle says:
@::drags herself out from under the dead Cyastan::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::comes to a little more and stands, steadying himself on the wall as he does::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: moves the ship into position for transport onto the bridge landing her on the hull of the An Lu Shan :: SEC: Let's do this, set your phaser to maximum stun. :: motions to the transporters ::

XO_Valrek says:
@::rushes out of the building towards the shuttle, firing at anything and everything he can::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@COM: FCO: We have wounded here, Lock onto Counselor Naegle and Ens. Venn.  Transport a security team as soon as possible.

Jaxlt_Burta says:
::monitoring things from Main Engineering ... since he is still not allowed back in Fort Apache ... decides to head up to sickbay to greet the incoming::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: An Lu-Shan: Understood, Captain. You will surrender the helm and accompany one of our security officers back to the Apache.

TO_Drathlai- says:
@::covers XO's movements::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Miraculously the Cyastans somehow miss Commander Valrek and Ensign Drathlai while most of their shots are on target ....

Captain_Je`ral says:
%*Shipwide*: Crew stand down your weapons a member of the Apache is boarding.

SEC_Abbott says:
%::nods and readies all weapons...including a few "extra" precautions::

XO_Valrek says:
@::Sees the CNS.....keeps firing, staying low::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@Admiral:  I suggest you remain where you are, Sir.

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: CO: Aye sir! CSO: Make it so! Get them out of there, direct to sickbay! CMO: Better get to sickbay, doctor!

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::Looks over toward the voice of the captain::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@::glances back at admiral::  Admiral:  Sir, you should sit down if you know what is good for you!

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
FCO: Aye sir..!

SEC_Abbott says:
%::heads to transporter PADD::

CSO_Storal says:
::Locks on to CMO and EO and transports them to sick bay:: FCO Aye

CEO_Toros says:
%:: moves to the transporter PADD in the rear of the shuttle ::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: frowns and heads out that way ::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::glares over at the voice::

CNS_Naegle says:
@::sees the XO and notices he is staying low, so she doesn't move::

FCO_Turnbull says:
FCO V’Taran: Take helm!

MO_Powers says:
FCO:I think I will be needed in sickbay

XO_Valrek says:
@::Makes it to the CNS and gets to the ground beside her:: CNS: Can you move?

CEO_Toros says:
%:: checks a final system setting and prepares transport :: Computer: Energize.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: I might need your help … unless he needs yours here?  :: looks over at FCO ::

SEC_Abbott says:
%::feels herself materialize::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Phaser fire around the XO and CNS intensifies, as a band of Cyastans seems to be using the shuttle for cover.

CNS_Naegle says:
@XO: A little, sir.  What happened?

FCO_Turnbull says:
MO: By all means, Doctor. Please Join Doctor Quest.

MO_Powers says:
::looks at FCO::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: dematerializes from inside the shuttle ::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Away Team beams from the shuttle Ontario to the An Lu-Shan’s bridge.

MO_Powers says:
FCO: Thank you sir

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: eyes meet MO :: MO: Let's boogie..

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: enters TL and waits for MO to join her ::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::returns to the doorway to assist the TO, fires with phaser set to wide beam::

MO_Powers says:
::follows CMO::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::tries to focus as a sharp pain goes through his head, raises his hand to his head for a moment::

FCO_Turnbull says:
Sevastas: Please man OPS; I'll take TAC myself.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Commander Valrek and Counselor Naegle dematerialize from the surface only to reappear in the Apache's sickbay...

CEO_Toros says:
%:: points his phaser around the bridge :: All: I am Lt. Asadourian of the USS Apache, Stand down your stations and prepare to be taken into custody.

SEC_Abbott says:
%::takes a fighting stance and covers the CEO as they appear on the bridge of the An Lu-Shan::

Ens Sevastas says:
FCO: Aye sir... ::heads back to OPS ... musical consoles today::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: arrives in sickbay just in time to see XO and CNS materialize ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::takes OPS::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: rushes over to XO and scans him with a tricorder ::

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Sir I have the first two and are locking on the next members of the AT

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: Check the CNS, please.

MO_Powers says:
::runs to CNS::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@::fires phaser at buildings attempting to create falling debris near attackers::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: CO: We have the wounded! Prepare for transport, Sir!

CNS_Naegle says:
::feels herself materialize on the Apache::

Captain_Je`ral says:
%CEO: No need for the phaser ... at any rate I will go with you but my XO must stay and take command here.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::Hears the phaser fire and looks around frantically::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: looks to Captain Je’ral :: Captain: Captain Je’ral you are hereby relieved of command under article 23 of the Star Fleet Charter, you will be taken into custody and I will be taking command of this vessel.

XO_Valrek says:
::looks around:: CMO: The others. They are onboard?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::sees the XO and CNS dematerialize, continues to fire at the Cyastans::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
XO: They'll be joining us shortly sir...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
XO: How do you feel?  :: question look ::

MO_Powers says:
:: checks the counselor:: CMO: She has phaser burns on her abdomen

SEC_Abbott says:
%::pans the bridge crew with her phaser watching for any sudden moves::

XO_Valrek says:
CMO: Better be fast, it is not safe down there.

XO_Valrek says:
CMO: I am fine

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: Well ... you know what to do... :: looks over at his direction ::

CNS_Naegle says:
::watches as the MO examines her::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
XO: Yes ... so it seems...

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: CEO: What is your status, Lieutenant?

MO_Powers says:
CMO: Of course

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: nods :: XO: Still fit for duty, sir..

CEO_Toros says:
%:: looks to Abbott :: SEC: Take Captain Je’ral into custody.  COM: FCO: We are aboard the An Lu-Shan and have taken the ship sir.

XO_Valrek says:
CMO: Then I will be going to the bridge

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: backs off :: XO: Yes sir...

Captain_Je`ral says:
%CEO: Well...

MO_Powers says:
::gets to work:: CNS: This shouldn't hurt much

XO_Valrek says:
::Leaves Sickbay and heads for the TL::

SEC_Abbott says:
%::moves forward and takes hold of the captain's arm::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@TO: Keep the Cyastans pinned down as best you can.  ::moves back tot he com::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: CEO: Raise her shields and lock out her weapons to your personal codes.

CNS_Naegle says:
::wonders if the MO knows what he's doing::

TO_Drathlai- says:
@CO:  Yes, sir!  ::continues firing::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@:::stands looking around , eyes wild ::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: looks to Je’ral :: Captain: Captain, you will comply. COM: FCO: Understood. Asadourian out.

XO_Valrek says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

Captain_Je`ral says:
%CEO: I won’t leave this ship without a command replacement.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks over at Janet :: CNS: What happened down there?

CSO_Storal says:
::Locks on to the next members of the AT and beams them to sickbay::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: A phaser shot passes through a window and impacts the Com unit the CO is using ... it explodes and all Coms with the Apache are lost.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Next the Engineering Officer, Ensign Ven, and Tactical Officer Ensign Drathlai dematerialize from Cyasta Core only to rematerialize in sickbay.

SEC_Abbott says:
%Captain: Lt. Toros is your replacement.

XO_Valrek says:
::Exits the turbolift onto the bridge::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: looks crossly at Je’ral :: Captain: You will comply or you will be taken by force. :: moves to the tactical bay of the Bridge and taps at the controls ::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: goes over to EO Ven and sees that she's unconscious ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO: Get them out of there now!

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::runs his hand through his hair not sure what to do ... agitation and panic fill his face::

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO: I'm not exactly sure, Dr. One minute we were trying to reason with the Admiral, and the next all the Cyastans are firing at us!

TO_Drathlai- says:
::materializes in sick bay getting ready to fire his phaser::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: checks for a pulse and relief to know that she's still alive ::

MO_Powers says:
::finishes on the CNS::   CNS: all done. It may hurt a bit for a few minutes but you'll be ok

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Sir! Welcome aboard!

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Are weapons online?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
TO: You must be the new recruits.... welcome.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::sees the unit spark and jumps back... turns to see that the TO has dematerialized as well::

MO_Powers says:
:: looks sternly at CMO::

CNS_Naegle says:
MO: Thanks, Powers.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Suddenly, before Storal can beam the last group, the Cyastan Freighters attack the Apache  firing their low yield phasers on the Apache's dorsal side, apparently tired of being trapped in the tractor beam and not told why they are being held when all they did was fight to protect their way of life and rid the sector of one more Miran vessel.

TO_Drathlai- says:
CMO: Yes, thank you

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Aye, sir, and locked on An Lu-Shan.

Captain_Je`ral says:
% ::steps aside :: CEO: I insist my XO stays on the bridge to watch things.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: carries the EO from the floor to a nearby bio-bed ::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::looks toward the console as it explodes::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::moves toward the captain:: Juliet!!!

TO_Drathlai- says:
CMO: Request permission to report to the bridge?

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Sir, they’re attacking… 

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: treats EO for shock :: EO: She's going to be sore in the morning.

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: They are attacking the Apache ... we should assist them.

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: I need us to target the transport site with a phaser blast set to stun everyone there

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
TO: Just a minute...

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::returns to the doorway, crouches, firing at the Cyastans:: Admiral:  Stay down!  The way the Cyastans are firing wildly you have to stay down!

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Although trapped in the Apache's tractor beam, their low yield phasers don't do very much damage to the hull, but they do damage the transporter emitters ..... transporters are down again. Trapping the Captain, Lieutenant Lu, and the Admiral on the planet.

Captain_Je`ral says:
%CEO: I agree we have weapons...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: checks to make sure that TO is Ok... :: TO: Yes ... you may report to the bridge ... wish we could meet under better circumstances.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Aye, Sir...targeting....Locked on for Stun!

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Sir we’ve lost transporters again…
CEO_Toros says:
%:: Becomes very angry :: SEC: Take Captain Je’ral off this bridge.  *All Hands*: This is Acting Commanding Officer Lt. Asadourian, Captain Je’ral has been taken into custody and is relieved of duty. 

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::stops and looks at the captain as his eyes focus ::::thinks to himself...not Juliet.............

TO_Drathlai- says:
::chuckles::  CMO:  Yes, thank you again

MO_Powers says:
::checks incomers::

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Fire now

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO : Acknowledged!

TO_Drathlai- says:
::turns and runs for TL::

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO: So Doc, how are things up here?

FCO_Turnbull says:
::for some reason is unable to fire the ship’s phasers the way the Commander has requested::

SEC_Abbott says:
%::nods and leads the captain to the brig::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: instructs the CTO of the An Lu Shan :: An Lu Shan CTO: Raise shields and disable those ships.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::grabs his head and looks around trying to shake the fog:::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: goes over to EO and uses the dermal regenerator to heal her open wounds ::

CEO_Toros says:
%SEC: I want you here as soon as you have completed your task.

Captain_Je`ral says:
%CEO: You’re gonna help the apache or not? :: walks with the SEC ::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Fire around the CO's position seems to dissipate, but outside the building she can see roving bands of Cyastans, brandishing phaser rifles, moving among the wounded.  And further away, the sounds of continued battle go on.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::raises aft shields::

TO_Drathlai- says:
::reaches TL after a couple wrong turns::  Self:  Wish I'd been here before...  ::enters TL::  TL:  deck 1

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks up at CNS :: CNS: Alright... :: grins ::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::glances at the Admiral:: Admiral:  Sir, You have to stay down!.

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: Acknowledged... ::walks to TL:: Capt: This way

CNS_Naegle says:
::grins back:: CMO:  Why do I keep ending up in Sickbay?

Ens Sevastas says:
FCO: Shall I release the Cyastan Freighter/Fighters, Sir?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
CNS: Any reason as to why the Cyastan attacked you?

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::looks at the captain, his eyes far away as he looks past her and out toward the fighting, shaking his head at what has happened::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: concentrates on her task ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Sir, The rest of the AT... Can we attempt retrieval with shuttle transporters?

Ens Sevastas says:
FCO: Captain ... we have lost communications with Captain Tyler.

CEO_Toros says:
%:: sits in the Command chair and taps up a sensor view :: Shan CTO: I said raise shields and disable those ships!

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: gives a chuckle :: CNS: I don't know ... perhaps you can propose a theory.

TO_Drathlai- says:
::TL doors open and moves on bridge::  XO:  Shall I take TAC, sir?

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Yes that would be best.

XO_Valrek says:
TO: Yes, take tactical

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::stands straight and  moves toward the doorway::

FCO_Turnbull says:
Sevastas: Acknowledged. XO: Permission to pilot that shuttle myself?

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::looks out as the phaser fire begins to diminish, hears more fighting in the distance::

TO_Drathlai- says:
::moves to tactical::  XO: thank you, sir

CEO_Toros says:
%<An Lu Shan CTO> CEO: Acknowledged, :: raises shields and fires upon the Cyastan ships ::

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO: I believe that they were just acting to defend the admiral.  He got really angry.  He is not taking David and Juliet's deaths well at all.  He seems to think that preparing the Cyastans for war is the answer.

SEC_Abbott says:
%::places the captain in the brig and puts the forcefield in affect:: Capt: You may pray that we do not die dishonorably in this fight

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: I need you on the bridge, since you know the current situation here

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::moves to block the Admiral:: Adm:  It's not safe for you to be out there.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::stops and looks at the captain as she blocks his way looking through her::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: bites her lip :: CNS: Defending the admiral by attacking you?  Humph....

FCO_Turnbull says:
::heart sinks:: XO: Aye sir. ::surrenders TAC to the TO and moves to FC::

CSO_Storal says:
:: Sends an EMP pulse through the main deflector aimed at the Cyastan Freighters, in an attempt to disable the ships::

Captain_Je`ral says:
%SEC: Just look after things..

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Out the door Captain Tyler spots the shuttle Zavarukhin sitting apparently left alone, among many dead Cyastan bodies.

CEO_Toros says:
%COM: Apache: This is the USS An Lu-Shan, Captain Je’ral has been relieved of command and I have taken her under my wing.  Do you need any help Apache?

SEC_Abbott says:
%Capt: I will ... ::leaves and heads for the bridge::

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Use their transporters to beam up the captain.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Sir, we are at present taking the CO of the An Lu-Shan into custody. CEO Asadourian is in command of the An Lu-Shan at this time.

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO:  Yeah, they had weapons, Starfleet weapons!

CEO_Toros says:
%Helm: Pull us back 100 km's and keep us at an all stop.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks up from her handy work :: ALL: There.... that should.... :: looks at CNS :: CNS: Say what?

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The buildings of the training center have been charred nearly unrecognizable ... and the bodies litter the courtyard.  Few weapons lie about, apparently taken up by those who lived.

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Very Good. And the Cyastan ships?

CEO_Toros says:
%<An Lu Shan FCO>CEO: Aye… :: pulls reverse thrusters and pulls out 100 kilometers holding position ::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::stares past the captain::

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Sir, CSO has a solid idea. If they drop aft shields only, we have tractors on these Cyastan vessels. They are no threat to the An Lu-Shan.

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO:  They had Starfleet weapons, Jerni!

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::watches the Admiral carefully:: Adm:  We need to get you to safety.  ::sees the shuttle::  This way, sir.  ::leads him to the shuttle::

MO_Powers says:
CNS: how did they get weapons?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
CNS: how is that possible?

SEC_Abbott says:
%::exits TL and enters bridge:: CEO: .The captain is in the brig ...Where do you need me?...

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::Does not hear the captain but follows along::

CEO_Toros says:
%SEC: At tactical would be ideal Number 1.

CSO_Storal says:
FCO/XO: Sir we can launch another shuttle and use its transporters

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO:  Well remember those crates the Admiral had?  And remember that there are weapons missing from the Apache's stores?

SEC_Abbott says:
%::attempts a weak smirk and takes her position::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Captain Tyler spots CTO Lu's body among the rubble and damage of the buildings near the shuttle.

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Have the An Lu-Shan transport the rest of the Away Team for us

CEO_Toros says:
%COM: Apache: Respond.

TO_Drathlai- says:
FCO/XO:  Could we contact the Hood to transport them up?

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: pauses to think :: CNS: Now that I come to think of it...... they were talking about weapons missing from the Armory.

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Sir they’re transporters are down as well … interference from the nebula they were hiding in.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::laughs a little manically as they move toward the shuttle::

SEC_Abbott says:
%::readies the An Lu-Shan's weaponry to her codes and places ship on standby to assist the Apache::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::leads the Admiral onto the shuttle, then looks back over the bodies... sees the CTO among them::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: CEO: Lieutenant, Drop your aft shields, locate the Captain and the rest of our Away Team, including the Admiral, and beam them up! Time is critical!

CSO_Storal says:
FCO:SIR! The An Lu-Shan has no transporter functions available.

Captain_Je`ral says:
% :: paces back and forth wondering why he should be under arrest :: Self: No one has ever got a court Martial for following orders, how was I supposed to know what the Admiral was up to ... and I did the right thing after all. This is just not fair.

CEO_Toros says:
%:: while waiting for the Apache to respond changes all codes putting them to his and MCPO Abbott's Voice authorization :: SEC: Make it so.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::heads over to the CTO and drags him onto the shuttle::

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO:  Yeah, That's what I mean.  The Cyastans have the weapons, and they used them on us!

Jaxlt_Burta says:
::walks through the doors to sickbay and spots everyone standing around and rushing among the injured:: CMO: Anything I can help with?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks up... way... up :: Jax: No ... not right now...

Jaxlt_Burta says:
::nods and stays out of the Doctor's way::

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Sir we can launch another shuttle and use its Transporter.

Captain_Je`ral says:
%Self: This whole thing stinks, and will SFC believe me? My career may be over. :: frowns ::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
@::seals the shuttles hatch behind the three of them:: Adm:  Rest here, Sir. ::guides him to a seat::

CEO_Toros says:
%COM: FCO: Understood.  SEC: Let's get the Captain... *TR*: Transporter Room, Beam up all Apache crew as soon as our shields are dropped.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
@::sits down mechanically, still staring off into some distant place::

XO_Valrek says:
CSO: I know what we can do.

CNS_Naegle says:
::notices Jax walk in:: Jax: Hi Jax, how's it going?

MO_Powers says:
::walks around healing people::

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Sorry sir, just presenting options

CEO_Toros says:
%<TR Chief> *CEO* Sir, transporters are out, due to the extensive exposure of the Nebula.  Transport aborted.

Jaxlt_Burta says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CNS: I would dare say that I feel much better than you ... ::notes her bruises and burn marks::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::activates the shuttles com system:: COM: Apache:  We have managed to board the Shuttle Zavarukhin and are preparing to return to the Apache::

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: We have no transporters ... I'm afraid we will not be able to retrieve the AT

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::a range of emotions plays over the admirals face ::

Ens Sevastas says:
XO: Commander, I have a shuttle coming up from the surface ... its the Zavarukhin ... three lifesigns aboard.

MO_Powers says:
::turns back to CNS and cleans up bruises and burn marks::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: bangs the arm rest :: COM: Apache: Unable to use transporters.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks at MO at work and leaves him be ::

XO_Valrek says:
COM: Zavarukhin: Captain, I am happy to hear your voice

CNS_Naegle says:
::chuckles a bit, then winces in pain, coughs:: Jax: Yes I believe you are in better shape than me, Jax.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::glances back to the Admiral and she activates the shuttles controls and lifts off::

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Sir, what should we do about these Cyastan fighters? If they fire on the shuttle...

TO_Drathlai- says:
XO:  should I disable their weapon systems?

Jaxlt_Burta says:
::nods:: CNS: Well, if Fort Apache reopens anytime soon, stop by and I will make you a drink ... on the house. You look like could use one.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&COM: Apache: Commander, I can say the same about you, what is our current status?

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: They HAVE fired on us....

CNS_Naegle says:
Jax:  You got a deal, my fine Brikar friend!

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Move the ship so that our shields will prevent that.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::stands slowly and quietly heads to the weapons locker while the captain is busy, not seeing him, grabs a phaser and quietly walks behind the captain resting the phaser in her back::

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: Is there anyway we can take the ship in close enough to aid in the AT getting to the shuttle on the surface?

CEO_Toros says:
%:: looks back at the SEC :: SEC: Let's do it.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&Captain: You will return me to the planet immediately captain

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Aye sir. ::flies the ship in between the Cyastans and the shuttle to block their fire::

XO_Valrek says:
COM: Zavarukhin: Captain, You will need to keep your shuttle positioned with our ship between you and the other ships

SEC_Abbott says:
%::sneers:: CEO: Acknowledged.....::engages ships engines::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::presses the phaser into her back:

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::plots direct course to the Apache... feels the weapon at her back:: Admiral:  Why should I do that sir, it isn't safe for you.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&Captain:: Now!

CEO_Toros says:
%COM: Apache: We're awaiting your orders.

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Have we tried to disable the fighter's weapons systems?

CEO_Toros says:
%:: looks to SEC shaking his head transferring a sensor reading to her console ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: An Lu-Shan: We have the rest of the AT in a shuttle and homeward bound. Stand down, but cover the vessels we have tractored.

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: I am detecting a shuttle emerging from the surface

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&Captain: if you do not turn this shuttle around, I WILL shoot you, and do it myself..........

CEO_Toros says:
%COM: Apache: Acknowledged, keep this channel open in case of assistance needed. :: nods to SEC :: SEC: Identify.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Cyastan Freighter/Fighters, angry about being trapped in this beam and not being let go ... turn their weapons on the shuttle their sensors pick up coming from the surface.  Angling around the Apache using all their thrust and using the last of the energy left in their phaser coils they fire several shots at the shuttle.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: I did not wish to fire on them until the whole situation was clear sir. Surgical phaser fire should fuse their weapons ports.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&Captain: Tell them you have detected problems with the shuttle and need to return to the surface.

CSO_Storal says:
::Sends an EMP pulse through the main deflector aimed at the Cyastan Freighters, in an attempt to disable the ships::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::rolls the Apache to take the brunt of the weapons fire::

TO_Drathlai- says:
XO:  They fired on the shuttle, shall I return fire?

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The shuttle is tossed about and the Admiral and Captain lose their footing ... the phaser goes off and suddenly it is dark in the shuttle.  The weapon flies out of the Admirals hand.

SEC_Abbott says:
%::taps into sensor readings again for further information::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::Feels the sudden jolt and falls::

XO_Valrek says:
TO: Not yet.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The EMP pulse completely disrupts the freighters electrical field ... all systems on the Cyastan ships go offline.

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: It is the Zavarukhin

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::falls to the floor as the shuttle is tossed about::

MO_Powers says:
::does medical stuff::

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO: Scan for life support on those vessels...

CEO_Toros says:
%:: gets up from his seat and sits at the helm tapping at the controls :: SEC: Acknowledged.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::Fumbles in the dark for the phaser::

CSO_Storal says:
::scans the ships for life signs::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::feels around on the floor for the weapon::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::pushes at the captain as he searches in the darkness::

Ens Sevastas says:
XO: There has been weapons fire on the shuttle ... their power systems are fluctuating...

SEC_Abbott says:
%CEO: Shall I attempt communications?

MO_Powers says:
*XO*: is the captain onboard yet?

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::grabs at her and punches at her, still frantically trying to find the phaser:::

XO_Valrek says:
*MO* Not yet

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Sir they're alive

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The CO's hand closes around the handle of the phaser...

XO_Valrek says:
Sevastas: Get a tractor beam on the shuttle if possible and pull it in if you have to.

CEO_Toros says:
%:: shakes his head :: SEC: The Apache has it well in hand I am sure.  :: brings up a sensors display and scans the fighters being held by the Apache :: COM: Apache: Let us hold onto those ships for you, it seems they've been completely powered down.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::falls back as the Admiral pushes her back, kicks the Admiral off of her as she wraps her hand around the phaser:: Admiral:  That's enough! Stop where you are!

Ens Sevastas says:
XO: Aye sir ... attempting....

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::Lunges toward the captain::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
MO: I'm sure they'll let us know... when she gets back....

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: As the CO pulls her hands up, with the phaser, the Admiral lunges at her ... and the phaser goes off.

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::falls back as the phaser goes off::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::falls backward as the Admiral lunges at her::

SEC_Abbott says:
%::nods to the CEO::

XO_Valrek says:
Sevastas: What is the status of our transporters, would a close range transport be possible with them?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: crosses her fingers and hope that the captain comes back in one piece ::

Ens Sevastas says:
XO: I have locked on a tractor beam ... towing in the shuttle.  May I recommend we get security to the shuttle bay?

Ens Sevastas says:
XO: No sir ... transporter operations still down.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::fingers dig into the edge of his console as he senses panic in his Mate::

CEO_Toros says:
%:: runs diagnostics on all of the ships systems while in the flight seat :: SEC: Give me a report on the weapons supply on board.

XO_Valrek says:
Sevastas: Yes, Definitely. The Admiral is to be taken into custody once onboard.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::sees the light of the phaser beam::

Host Adm_Poradin says:
&::lays mortally wounded on the floor of the shuttle::

TO_Drathlai- says:
XO:  Permission to lead security team?

XO_Valrek says:
TO: Granted, since you know the situation first hand.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Sir, permission to accompany Mister Drathlai to the shuttle Bay?

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Tractor Beam from the Apache locks on to the shuttle and begins to draw her in ... towards the Apache's Main Shuttlebay.

TO_Drathlai- says:
XO:  Thank you… ::gets security team and heads for shuttle bay::

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: No, I need you here.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Aye, sir.

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Admiral's breathing falters as he hits the floor of the shuttle ... and slumps back ... a rather large, gaping, hole in his uniform charred black by the phaser at extremely close range.

CEO_Toros says:
%:: works at his consoles finishing up his diagnostics and transferring them into a PADD ::

XO_Valrek says:
*CMO*: You will have wounded in the shuttle bay.

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::moves over to the Admiral, feels for a pulse::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
*XO*: Acknowledged.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: puts down her PADD and picks up a medkit :: MO: Take care of things here.

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: How long will it take for the Captain of the An Lu-Shan to be brought to the Apache?

MO_Powers says:
CMO: Aye sir

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: heads out to TL :: TL: Shuttle bay.

SEC_Abbott says:
%::powers down weapons for the time being since there is no immediate danger::

Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
&::slumps back on her heels when she doesn't find a pulse::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The shuttle is pulled into the Apache's Main Shuttlebay by her tractor beams and comes to a stop with a slight thud ... the hatch opens automatically flooding the interior of the shuttle with a bright white light.

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 9 >>>>>>>>>>

